ELEVATE
YOUR CAREER
COME TO WORK AT LUNAR!

From the early days of NASA to today’s most advanced aircraft, Lunar Tool & Mold has provided high-quality
investment casting tooling and precision machining to the aerospace industry. We help keep the nation’s
military flying by engineering and machining tools to exacting standards.
We are looking for experienced machinists, EDM operators/programmers, CNC programmers/machinists,
and mechanical engineers to join our professional shop team in Cleveland, Ohio.

CHECK OUT OUR BENEFITS

We’ve created a positive, employeefriendly workplace because we know
that happy employees make better
employees. They are more productive,
more creative, and more likely to
suggest improvements. This
translates to a professional work
environment and a finished product
of the highest standards—which
is always our goal.
We offer competitive wages and
excellent benefits including:
| Healthcare
| Paid holidays
| Vacation and sick days
| 401K retirement plan
| Relocation assistance

APPLY
TODAY!

www.lunarmold.com

MACHINISTS

We’re looking for full-time machinists/
mold makers with 3+ years’ experience in
investment casting, tooling, core dies,
or wax dies. The ideal candidate has
knowledge and experience of core dies,
tool room equipment, possesses
a mechanical aptitude, works well with
others and can machine from drawings
supplied.

ENGINEERS

Our engineers engage at the RFQ
stage to clarify needs, provide
accurate pricing, and a reliable
delivery timeline. We are looking for
full-time design engineers with 5 or
more years’ experience performing
modeling design for core die and
wax dies.

EDM OPERATORS
CNC PROGRAMMERS

Lunar’s CNC department is outfitted
with high-speed CNC machines for
precision accuracy. We are looking
for a full-time CNC programmer with
3-5 years’ experience setting up and
operating machining centers using
Siemen’s NX software, programming
cutter paths using NX, and inspecting
work performed.

Lunar seeks full-time EDM operators/
programmers with at least 4 years’
experience programming, setting
up, and operating wired EDM
machines. Our operators must be
able to analyze blueprints and
review engineering drawings to
determine programming
requirements. Our ideal candidate
knows how to operate precision
machinery and ensure it is in properly
calibrated for optimal performance.

If you’d like to work in a state-of-the-art environment with competitive pay and
excellent benefits please contact us at 440-237-2141 or submit your resume
via email: info@lunarmold.com.

9860 York Alpha Drive

North Royalton, Ohio 44133

440.237.2141

